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Worried American officials
American intelligence planes, overflying Israel's nuclear stor-

age centre near Dimona were, according to some U.S. military
sources, fired upon by the Israelis. The failure of the Syriair
offensive defused this dangerous situation, but U.S. officials were
very, very worried.

The pro_blem is not just Pakislan or Israel. Nuclear prolifera-
tion has become inevitable thanks to recent developments in
atomic technology. If anyone is to blame for this situefion, it is
the West Germans. In the past, uranium had to be enriched by
an extremely complex and expensive process of gaseous diffu-
sion, requiring huge separation plants.

The Germans invented a simple, efficient centrifuge that pro-
duced enriched uranium and made this technology available 

^to 
a

number of nations - for peaceful uses, of course. This "Cuisin-
art" of the nuclear trade allowed even small nations to convert
civilian nuclear processes to military use. All that was then
needed was lots of money, advanced explosives and fusing tech-
nology, and delivery systems.

The proliferation of civilian nuclear technology, and the rela-
tive ease with which it can be converted to weapons use, has
allowed a growing number of nations to embark on military
programs. By latest count, Brazil, Argentina, North and South
Korea, India, Israel and South Africa are all well on the wav to
lecomi4g nuclear powers. Belgium, Switzerland, Canada, Jaian,
Italy, Sweden and Australia haqe the capability to develop
nuclear weapons, should they so desire.

Efforts to contain nuclear technology have been frustrated by
the important commercial benefits of exporting such systemd.
Canada, for example, provided the reactors and technology that
allowed India to-dev-elop nuclear weapons. Atomic-w6lpons
research in Argentina and Brazil has been based on German
technology. It simply appears impossible to separate civilian
trom mllrtary technology.

Unfortunately and unavoidable, possession of nuclear weapons
meals greater national security and membership in the interna-
tional big boys' club. France, for example, is expanding its
nuclear forces. The French make no secref of the fait that their
nuclear arsenal confer upon France power, prestige and impor-
tance. The Chinese and indians prodirced nuclear weapons as a
symbol of modernity and great pbwer status.

The Russians and Americans, who have been working very
closely to prevent the spread of nuclear technology, ard most
unhappy at this turn of events. Neither wants to see its trigger-
happy clients acquire the ability to start a nuclear war. But-5oth
now lack the influence to halt growing proliferation.

Many new nations will join the nuclear club in the next few
years. We already have Christian, Jewish, Buddhist and Hindu
A-Bombs. How can we answer the rhetoric which asks: Why not
an Islamic bomb too?


